MOHAMMED   AND   CHARLEMAGNE
The conquest of Spain in 711, and the conditions of insecurity
obtaining on the coast of Provence immediately after this conquest,
absolutely put an end to any possibility of sea-borne trade in the
Western Mediterranean. The remaining Christian ports could not
have maintained communications by sea, since they had no fleet,
or practically none.
Thus, it may be asserted that navigation with the Orient ceased
about 650 as regards the regions situated eastward of Sicily, while
in the second half of the 7th century it came to an end in the whole
of the Western Mediterranean.
By the beginning of the 8th century it had completely dis-
appeared. There was no longer any traffic in the Mediterranean,
except along the Byzantine coast. As Ibn-Khaldoun says (with the
necessary reservation as regards Byzantium): "the Christians could
no longer float a plank upon the sea." The Mediterranean was
henceforth at the mercy of the Saracen pirates. In the 9th century
they seized the islands, destroyed die ports, and made their razzias
everywhere. The great port of Marseilles, which had formerly
been the principal emporium of Western trade with the Levant,
was empty. The old economic unity of the Mediterranean was
shattered, and so it remained until the epoch of the Crusades. It
had resisted the Germanic invasions; but it gave way before the
irresistible advance of Islam.
How could the Occident have resisted? The Franks had no
fleet. The Visigothic fleet was destroyed, while the enemy was
well prepared. The port of Tunis, and its arsenal, were impregnable.
On all the coasts Ribat were established: semi-religious, semi-
military posts, which were in touch with one another, and main-
tained a perpetual state of war. The Christians could do nothing
against this maritime power; the most striking proof of this being
the fact that they made only one petty raid on the African coast.
It is necessary to insist upon this point, since some excellent
scholars do not admit that the Musulman conquest can have pro-
duced so complete a braak. They even believe that the Syrian
^merchants continued, as of old, to frequent Italy and Gaul in the
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